ABSTRACT Mobile users suffer from deteriorating signal quality due to vehicle penetration losses. To solve this, small cells are deployed within the vehicles to improve the Quality of Service (QoS). These small cells called moving small cell access points (MSAPs), however, suffer from backhaul issues since they would have to send a huge amount of data to the core network. To solve the backhaul problem, cloud radio access network (CRAN) along with the millimeter wave (mmwave) can be a viable solution for moving vehicles. However, in order to realize its potential benefits, an effective remote radio head (RRH) deployment strategy and the resource-efficient allocation are needed. In this paper, we investigate the placement of RRH alongside a railway track; then, for the placed RRH, a joint time slot and power allocation problem are formulated with an objective of maximizing the resource efficiency (RE) of the MSAP backhaul network. An optimal Branch and Bound Algorithm (BnBA) is proposed for the constituted non-linear integer problem, and the effects of changing various model parameters are investigated. The simulation results show that our proposed algorithm deviates 52% of the sub-optimal result. INDEX TERMS Energy efficiency, spectral efficiency, resource efficiency, moving small cells, mmwave, backhaul, fronthaul, CRAN, RRH.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the introduction of new devices in the market every year, the energy consumption of wireless communication network shows continuous growth. Due to this rapid deployment of smart devices and the growth of the Internet, users have become accustomed to experiencing a high speed connectivity independent of their location. Similarly, for mobile operators, excessive power consumption has become a critical concern exerting extra pressure on providing seamless communication in environments like high speed vehicles where new challenges have emerged because of high mobility [1] . Challenges different than traditional network exist in high speed vehicles. These include: frequent handover due to the high-speed movement among cells, handover failure due to Doppler frequency shift, low data rate due to fast fading, multipath loss and poor Quality-of-Service (QoS). Users suffer from deteriorating signal quality due to vehicular penetration
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To improve the QoS for the users, small cells can be deployed within the vehicles, called Moving Small-cell Access Points (MSAPs) [2] . MSAPs can be deployed in moving vehicles to enhance user throughput, reduce overhead due to drop calls, signaling and to provide an extended coverage. Placed within the train, they are connected to the transceivers outside, this decreases the vehicular penetration losses and in turn provides the Mobile Station (MS) with a better received signal quality.
These MSAPs though, would have to send a huge amount of data to the core network; making offloading data difficult. Offloading network traffic focuses on two areas: mobile backhaul and the radio access network (RAN). For mobile operators, RAN is considered the most important asset in terms of providing uninterrupted, high data rate and high quality services to the subscribers. However, current wireless infrastructures are incapable of providing the necessary capacity, bandwidth and data rates needed by the High Speed Railway (HSR) users. This motivates the shift towards the 5th Generation (5G) paradigm, which compared to the 4G, provide 1000 times higher system capacity, 10 times higher Spectral Efficiency (SE) and much higher Energy Efficiency (EE).
One such promising architecture for 5G is to implement the Cloud-RAN (CRAN) [3] . CRAN when adopted can provide a reliable wireless network, on which the growth of IoT communication depends. CRAN allows for better performance, flexibility, and scalability; allowing 5G to provide connectivity for the large bulk of IoT devices imagined for smart cities. CRAN separates the baseband unit (BBU) from the Remote Radio Head unit (RRH), and moves it to the cloud [4] . CRAN facilitates the implementation of small-cell based networks with fantastic EE performances. Moreover, for a Heterogeneous-CRAN (H-CRAN) the SE performance gains are significant as the distance between the serving RRH and desired user are shortened. Although SE measures how efficiently a restricted frequency spectrum is utilized, it however, fails in accounting for how efficiently power is consumed. Therefore, green radio (GR) [5] (Emphasizing on both EE and SE) helps provide an effective solution. Unfortunately, SE and EE conflict at times i.e. increasing one decreases the other. Hence, EE and SE are balanced by incorporating another performance metric called Resource Efficiency (RE) [6] .
To connect the small cells at the edge to the core network millimeter-wave (mmWave) is considered. Already been standardized for short range services, if deployed either for fronthaul or backhaul, could provide incomparable data rates [7] . Moreover, using transceivers with MSAPs, we eliminate any obstruction between the MSAPs and RRH, making the link perfect for mmWave to be used (mmWaves require the link to be Line-of-sight (LOS)). However, to make sure that backhaul support is provided to the whole railway track, proper placement of the RRH is necessary, since the effectiveness of the MSAP network depends on the location and density of the RRH. This paper presents a novel work on the deployment of a cellular network for a railway track in terms of EE and SE, taking into account resources like power and time slot allocation. We study the placement of RRH along the track of the train, to provide backhaul support to the users connected to the MSAPs.
The main contributions in the paper are as follows:
• We investigate the backhaul problem of MSAPs via proposing cloud radio access network (CRAN) along with the millimeter (mmWave) as a viable solution for moving vehicles.
• We investigate the RRH placement based on maximum coverage problem (MCP) with guaranteed QoS as the criterion. Considering cost of RRHs to maintain a stable connection, our problem tries to minimize the number of RRHs needed to cover the track. • We formulate a RE maximization problem for the downlink transmission by jointly optimizing the power and time slots allocation for the placed RRHs.
• We propose an optimal Branch and Bound Algorithm (BnBA) to the RE problem which utilizes a local search algorithm, Iterative Resource Efficient Allocation Algorithm (IREAA). The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the related work and justifies the choice of mmWave among other backhaul technologies, Section III provides the system model and notations used throughout the paper. In Section IV, we formulate a RE maximization problem as an optimization problem for a uniform placement of RRH. Section V presents the algorithm we develop for optimal allocation to optimize RE. In Section VI we investigate the conservatism of the solution as various model parameters are changed. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK A. BACKGROUND
We employ a heterogeneous mix of backhaul solutions [8] . Table 1 provides an insight regarding the feasibility and performance benefits of incorporating mmWave technology.
For BBU to RRH and MSAP to User, the cost and infeasibility of deployment of wired backhaul makes us shift to wireless options, which offers a cost-effective alternative [9] . Although Sub-6 GHz is cheaper than optical fiber; interference, traffic congestion and its low capacity does not allow its consideration as an access link in this case. Therefore, microwave (5-40 GHz) is considered as a cheaper fronthaul technology and more flexible option to deploy than optical fiber, at the expense, however, of low capacity.
The access link connecting the RRH to MSAP considers a wireless backhaul solution. The satellite option is costly and unrealistic to deploy in the existing cellular spectrum for a large scale backhaul [10] . If, however, the RRHs are placed along the train track with no obstruction between the MSAPs and RRH, the link becomes a LOS link and mmWaves are usable. MmWave frequencies in the 60 GHz and 70-80 GHz ranges are gaining prominence in mobile backhaul applications [11] . The links can be deployed faster and at a lower cost [12] . For shorter distances, sensitivity to blockages are ignored and has been shown that data rates of up to 10 Gbps can be achieved [13] . Therefore, making mmWave link a practical option as a backhaul link covering the last mile towards the MSAPs. To compensate for the path loss at these frequencies, highly directional antennas are assumed to be deployed.
B. RELATED WORK
We take inspiration for RRH placement from VANETs (Vehicular Ad hoc Networks); where roadside units (RSUs) improve the networks performance in terms of communication ranges, transmission delays and connectivity. An excessive work is done on deployment of RSUs [14] - [20] , where they are placed along the road side, with the objective to find the optimal positions covering all the vehicles, while taking into consideration several constraints.
From VANETs perspective, RSU deployment is application dependent and does not aim at maximizing the data rate or providing a backhaul support. However, developments in HSR demand a high QoS communication link making us use MSAPs, and thus huge data needs to be sent back to the core. Although a lot of work has been done on HSR using MSAPs [21] - [24] ; however, backhaul support has not been provided in HSR keeping in mind the placement of RRHs. We also present an architecture catering for the demands of 5G communication as mentioned in Section III, featuring CRAN with mmWave that can achieve better handoffs and higher data rate than a conventional network.
In [25] , H-CRAN is proposed to achieve high SE and EE performances through the combination of cloud computing and HetNets. Prior work on H-CRANs resource allocation [26] - [29] are specific for EE/SE, not indicating the EE-SE tradeoff. Tang et al. [6] proposes a new paradigm for EE-SE tradeoff, namely the Resource Efficiency (RE) for OFDMA cellular network. In light of this and to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of solutions for maximizing the RE performance in H-CRANs. Furthermore, the radio resource allocation to achieve an optimal RE performance in H-CRANs is still not investigated. As a solution, joint power allocation and time slot assignment subject to QoS constraints should be investigated that maximizes the RE of an H-CRAN.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, the proposed CRAN system model, the resources to be allocated and definition of resource efficiency are introduced. Based on the CRAN system model and defined RE, the number of RRHs to be placed are calculated and time slots are computed to optimize the RE in Section IV. On the up-link, these RRHs are connected to the core via the BBU pool; we assume here, that one BBU pool is sufficient to cover the N RRHs. On the down-link, each RRH connects to M SAPs through a strong transceiver installed outside the vehicle, which in turn transmits to the user via MSAPs, eliminating the penetration losses. We thus eliminate any obstruction between the MSAPs and RRH, making the link perfect for mmWave to be used (as the practicability of mmWaves require the link to be Line-of-sight (LOS)). In this paper, we work on the RRH-MSAP link, where the choice of mmWave as backhaul is already discussed in Section II.
Let y k j be a binary variable indicating whether or not time slot k is assigned to the j th MSAP by an RRH. Then a matrix variable is constructed i.e Y= y k j J ×K denoting time slot to MSAP allocation by an RRH. Let I be an indicator variable, which, for a given MSAP j, indicates whether the total data rate sent over K time slots for the j th MSAP is greater than the threshold rate:
where ρ k j is achievable data rate for a TDMA system of MSAP j on time slot k and R th is the threshold data rate.
The total time T, for which the train is on the track is divided into C time instances (T = C × t) by incorporating The achievable data rate for a TDMA system of MSAP j on time slot k from RRH n is given by:
where τ k is equal sized duration of the time slots and
where P k nj , h k nj and N o are the transmit power of n th RRH to j th MSAP, norm of channel gain for the j th MSAP and noise density respectively. And the interference received on the k th time slot on MSAP j from i th RRH is
We define a binary time slot assignment indicator:
1, if RRH n assigns k th time slot to MSAP j, 0, otherwise.
For our resources that are to be allocated, we construct two N × J × K matrix variables, Z = z k n,j N ×J ×K and P = P k n,j N ×J ×K as the feasible time slot assignment and power allocation for RRH, respectively. Therefore, the overall throughput of the system is expressed as:
According to [30] , the total power consumption of H-CRAN is given by:
And the overall power budget at the RRH is:
Spectrum Efficiency (SE) is a measure of how efficiently the frequency resources are utilized regardless of the power consumption. SE is defined as the total (average) number of delivered bits per unit bandwidth.
To maximize the SE, system uses as much power possible therefore reducing the efficient use of resources in terms of power. Energy Efficiency (EE) is also an important performance metric that indicates the data throughput in relation to the energy consumed. EE for a down-link transmission is defined as the total delivered bits per unit energy. Here, energy consumption comprises of circuit energy consumption in active mode and transmission energy consumption.
Like SE, optimizing EE reduces the efficient use of resources in terms of bandwidth, as it will use as much bandwidth as possible. Thus, increasing EE would require an increase in the bandwidth, that adversely affects the SE. As indicated, using either an energy-efficient or a spectralefficient only design has its drawbacks regarding inefficient use of resources. Thus, to optimize both EE and SE, we would have to introduce a multi-objective optimization. Instead, a new metric called resource efficiency defined below is used that is a combination of both EE and SE [6] .
Definition 1 (Resource Efficiency): A performance metric that provides a tradeoff between EE and SE.
where β is a weighted factor to control the balance of EE and SE and η P and η W represent power utilization and bandwidth utilization respectively, given by:
RE results from combining the above equations as proved in [6] and gives us a tradeoff in the relationship of EE and SE.
. β is the weight between SE and EE, such that RE optimizes EE when β = 0 but optimizes SE when β = ∞.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, the problem formulation of RRH placement and joint time slot and power allocation is discussed. Instead of solving a problem as one, we have decomposed it, where each part depends on its counterpart. The problem is divided into:
1) Maximum coverage problem (MCP) for one RRH:
Finds the minimum number of RRH (N ∈ Q) that is to be placed alongside the track. 2) Placement based on MCP: These N RRH are then uniformly placed alongside the track. 3) RE maximization for the placed RRH: For these uniformly placed RRH, we jointly optimize the timeslot to MSAP allocation and power on each RRH, maximizing the RE for the whole MSAP network. 4) Optimizing over the complete time period (Section:V): Lastly, using mobility information, we find how MSAPs change their connectivity with RRHs over the whole time period. Our problem is to place a minimum number of RRH along the track to provide backhaul support to small cells inside the vehicle. Then for this placement strategy, joint power and time slot allocation is done such that resource efficiency of the system is maximized. In the following subsections we will chronologically investigate each part mentioned:
A. MAXIMUM COVERAGE PROBLEM OF ONE RRH
We calculate the maximum number of MSAPs j= 1, 2, ..M (M J ), that can be connected to a single RRH so as to satisfy that the QoS rate requirement is guaranteed. Then, using this (M) together with already known information, as for example the total number of MSAPs, we can find an approximate minimum number of RRHs (N ∈ Q) that can cover the entire track. These RRHs are then placed along the track such that our requirement for maximum RE is satisfied.
We call this problem maximum coverage problem (MCP), and is formulated as:
The objective (12) is to find Y (which will give us the number of MSAPs connected to the RRH), that maximizes I j = 1, 2..J . Constraint (13) ensures that each time slot is not assigned to more than one MSAPs for data transmission; i.e. one time slot is dedicated to either one MSAP or none. Constraint (14) makes sure that total number of time slots utilized by each MSAP does not exceed the total number of slots (K). Constraint (15) indicates that variable y can only take integer values (0 or 1), making the optimization problem a Non-Linear Integer Problem (NLIP). The algorithm used to solve MCP are discussed in Section V.
Using the total number of MSAPS, J, the length of the track, Len, and the M MSAPs which connect to one RRH, we can now find the total number of RRHs required to cover the complete track, i.e. (N = Len Lm ).
B. PLACEMENT BASED ON MCP
The identification of where along the track, the RRHs are to be deployed is important as it will provide a backhaul support to the MSAPs, while an optimal placement strategy will be maximizing the resource efficiency. Now that N number of RRHs to be placed are calculated using MCP and linear relations, we place them uniformly along the track.
C. RE MAXIMIZATION FOR THE PLACED RRH
For these uniformly placed RRH, our objective (16) is to maximize the resource efficiency (definition1) of the whole network, to find optimal time slot allocated to each MSAP, Z; Power and MSAP to RRH connections at a time stamp (X) which is later used to map the trains connectivity with RRHs over the complete time period via incorporating mobility. The objective function that maximizes our resource efficiency is formed for a complete time period as follows:
Constraint (17) indicates that the maximum number of MSAPs connected to an RRH cannot exceed M. Constraint (18) refers to the fact that each MSAP can be connected to only one RRH at a time instant. Constraint (19) shows that one time slot cannot be assigned to more than one MSAP by an RRH. Constraint (20) indicates that the rate at which an RRH transmits to M MSAPs on all K time slots must be greater than the threshold. Constraint (21) indicates that the power of all MSAPs connected to an RRH should be less than the total maximum transmit power, and Constraint (22) refers to variable X and Z taking only integer values (0 or 1), making the optimization problem an non-linear integer problem (NLIP). 
V. RESOURCE EFFICIENT ALLOCATION AND PLACEMENT (REAP) ALGORITHM
In this section, we discuss algorithms which can be used to solve our posed joint time slot and power allocation in RRH placement, and RE maximization problem. Resource Efficient Allocation and Placement (REAP) algorithm in Algorithm 1 is an overall framework algorithm showing a comprehensive plan on how our decomposed problem as indicated in Section IV is solved.
In
Step 1, MCP is solved using a Distance Discarding based MSAPs Connection (DDMC) algorithm. DDMC attempts to find a near optimal solution by applying a threshold on the number of MSAPs that can be connected to an RRH, thus reducing the implementation complexity. We find the number of MSAPs connected to an RRH via DDMC, and in turn find the number of RRH required to be placed along the track. These RRH are then placed uniformly in Step 2.
Step 3 solves the RE maximization problem for one time instant using optimal and IREAA method and Step 4 plots the result of one time instant from Step 3 over the complete time period. REAP algorithm steps are discussed in detail in the following subsections.
A. MCP FOR ONE RRH
DDMC-MCP, takes into account that an RRH cannot transmit to MSAPs out of its transmission range Tr. The algorithm aims to reduce the total number of combinations of y k j found through exhaustive search (Optimal method) over all J MSAPs. It does so by setting a threshold distance, Tr th , which is chosen in a way that the MSAPs farthest from the RRH are excluded, keeping the closest ones for manipulations. Tr th is relaxed and kept greater than Tr, (Tr th = 2×Tr), to cater for the maximum number of possible MSAPs to be connected. Instead of finding a solution over J MSAPs, it finds it over j ∈ 1, 2, ..th where MSAPs j ∈ th + 1, .., J − 1, J + 1 are bound to be out of the range of an RRH.
Let B j be the distance of an RRH to the j th MSAP, and let B = {1, 2, . . . , B} be a set of B random distances where each b ∈ [1m, 2km] and B is the same as the total number of MSAPs (B=J). DDMC, excludes those MSAPs which lie beyond the considered threshold (B j > Trth); i.e. if the distance of MSAP j is greater than the threshold set, its not in the range of the RRH, and is excluded.
B. RE MAXIMIZATION FOR THE PLACED RRH
For the uniformly placed RRH, rather than solving the continuous RE problem (16), we strategically solve it for one time instant and later map it over the complete time period. We use two methods to solve (16) . First we use an optimal method to find an optimum solution for this NP hard problem. And then use an Iterative Resource Efficient Allocation Algorithm (IREAA) to cater for the complexity factor of the exhaustive methods.
1) BRANCH AND BOUND ALGORITHM (BnBA)
Algorithm 2 shows the BnB algorithm adopted to find the optimal solution for this NP hard problem, where the solution space is branched till an optimal solution is found. 11: Partition the value set of variable z into two sets based on its value inφ 1 and label them p1, p2 and remove problem p from the problem set. 12: Obtain UB 2 and UB 3 via relaxation 13: If UB p1 ≤ (1 − )LB add Problem p1 in the problem list 14: If UB p2 ≤ (1 − )LB add Problem p2 in the problem list 15: if the problem list is empty: STOP else Go to step 5.
end if
The upper bound of the objective function is found by relaxation of the RE problem. The relaxed problem is solved via BONMIN binary search under the assumption that I k j << N o . Using the relaxed solution as the starting point, BnBA employs IREAA, a local search algorithm (discussed in the next subsection) to find a feasible solution to the original problem. This feasible solution provides the lower bound to the objective function. If the attained upper and lower bounds are within a tolerance of ( − 1) with each other, the current feasible solution is the optimal. To narrow down the solution, in step 9, the variable z found is further partitioned into two sets and BnB is applied to these sub problems until ( − 1) tolerance is reached within the upper and lower bounds.
BnBA aims to provide an exact solution, however, at the cost of complexity. Therefore, we propose an IREAA which addresses this problem and attempts to find a near optimal solution.
2) LOCAL SEARCH ALGORITHM: IREAA
In this section, we propose a local search algorithm to find the lower bound for BnBA: Iterative Resource Efficient Allocation Algorithm (IREAA) as shown in Algorithm 3 is proposed. IREAA iteratively updates power and time slot allocation after satisfying the constraints (19) to (21) .
We initialize the algorithm in step 1 using X and Z found from the optimal algorithm with uniform power allocation over all time slots.
Step 2 calculates F RE , our objective function from equation: (17) that is maximizing the RE and is also the stopping criteria. In Step 3 data rate from the n th RRH sent to the j th MSAP on the k th time slot is calculated and then Step 4 checks for the QoS constraint (20) by comparing the data rate of each MSAP with the threshold value. If the calculated data rate of a user is greater than the threshold value then the power is decreased by a constant small size δ and vice versa.
With the power calculated in Step 6 we again check for our QoS constraint (20) , if it still is not satisfied we inverse our MSAP time slot allocation vector such that (19) remains intact.
Step 10 takes account of the maximum power constraint (21) that ensures that the sum of the power of all MSAPs connected to the RRH should be less than the maximum power of the RRH. To ensure that the sum of power of the connected MSAPs does not exceed the maximum transmit power P max of the corresponding RRH we calculate the additional power needed by the RRH and reduce the power transmitted from each MSAP equally by .
For the stopping criteria, we compute F RE for the next iteration in Step 9 using the results of Steps 4 and 7 and then in Step 12 compare it with the previous values of F RE . If the calculated value of F RE is less than previous three consecutive values, we have maximized our objective and terminate our algorithm. The optimal power and time slot allocation values are the desired power and time slot allocation that maximizes the RE.
C. OPTIMIZING OVER THE COMPLETE TIME PERIOD WITH RESPECT TO VELOCITY
We now have for a time instant, the connectivity between the RRHs and MSAPs, X (t); using this information and mobility we further find the positions of the MSAPs to RRH for any time instant over a time period X (t + t).
Assuming that foremost on the track, the trains last unit (i.e. J th MSAP) moves towards the first RRH; then in accordance to this, at the next time instance the MSAPs and RRH connection w.r.t time instant t, changes as follows: Find data rate ρ k n,j using eq: Find data rate ρ k n,j using eq:1 and P k nj (iter + 1) calculated in step: 
Step: 2 end if 13: iter=iter+1
With a condition that if:
then: X n+1,J (t) = 1 and X n,J (t) = 0. 
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, performance of our REAP algorithm is evaluated with simulations.
We first solve MCP and investigate the effect of changing the data rate threshold. For this experiment we consider J=5 and two values of K (K=2, K=3). As the threshold (Rth) is increased, a decrease in the maximum number of MSAPs (M) connected to an RRH is observed in Fig 2. This is due to the fact that an increase in Rth, signifies a tighter bound on the QoS; making it more likely that the total data rate sent on the k th time slots for the j th MSAP is less than the threshold rate. Thus, MSAP j is not connected to the RRH. It is also noted that although the total number of MSAPs were 5, the maximum connected MSAPs did not exceed the total number of time slots as a result of Constraint 14.
Next, we simulate our RE maximization problem using BnBA and IREAA. Fig 3 shows the results obtained for RE in bits/joule with respect to different parameters.
• Fig 3a shows the behavior of the IREAA as the number of iterations increase with β = 0.6. As the number of iterations increase, the algorithm stops to give the maximum RE reached. We see here, that our algorithm reaches a local maximum at iteration number 5 and thus algorithm stops at the next iteration.
• Fig 3b explains the impact of weighted factor β to corresponding RE. The results show that RE increases till β = 1.8 and then starts to decrease for higher values of β. This relationship between RE and β provides us with the optimal value of β that maximizes the RE. When β is in the range of 0 to 0.8, the value of RE increases and starts decreasing after the optimal value of β. From Fig 3c we also compare the performance of BnBA against the sub-optimal IREAA. We evaluated overall β s, the average percentage deviation of the suboptimal algorithm compared to the optimum branch and bound over and found out that IREAA deviates 52% from the optimal algorithm.
• Fig 3c shows for IREAA, the relationship of changing rate threshold with the resource efficiency for different values of β. We see that as the data rate threshold is increased, the resource efficiency decreases as the QoS constraint 14 becomes difficult to satisfy. As indicated earlier in Fig 3b we again see that for β = 1.8 the RE is maximum. Table 2 compares how the different methods we used in the REAP Algorithm perform in terms of time; and compared optimal and suboptimal algorithms of MCP and RE maximization. In order to check the complexity of MCP, we simulated them with 3 time slots, transmitting data to 5 MSAPs (J=5, K=3). It is observed that the computational time has significantly decreased by approximately 99% when using DDMC-MCP rather than an optimal exhaustive method. This is because, in DDMC-MCP, we had initially discarded possible MSAPs that lie outside an RRH's range. And so, instead of a total of 5 MSAPs, only 2 MSAPs lie within the RRH range and thus instead of 2 (JK ) combinations (over which an exhaustive MCP would search), it searches over 2 ((th)K ) (where th < M < J ) combinations in order to maximize the objective function, thus decreasing the computational time. To check the complexity of the algorithms used for RE maximization, we simulated both for N = 2; J = 2; K = 2. It is observed that the computational time significantly decreases by 99.9%, if only a local search algorithm IREAA is used. Although BnB gives an optimum solution, but in terms of time and resources used IREAA surpasses it.
Next, we provide the computational complexity analysis of IREAA and BnBA in terms of big O notation. For IREAA, it is seen that in steps 3 and 6, data rate from the N RRH send to M MSAP on K time slot is calculated thus the complexity of both is O(NMK ). The remaining steps in IREAA have a complexity in terms of constants and can therefore be ignored. Let n be the total number of iterations required for IREAA computation, overall complexity of IREAA therefore becomes O(n(NMK ) 2 ). On the other hand, for BnBA we find the complexity of upper bound (relaxed solution) and lower bound as well. Upper bound is solved via BONMIN which uses binary search that has a complexity of O(log(x)); where x is the number of iterations it takes to find the upper bound. BnBA finds the upper bound thrice so the complexity becomes O(3logn). As lower bound is found using local search algorithm IREAA, its complexity is O(n(NMK ) 2 ). Let w be the total number of iterations required for BnBA to find the optimal solution, the overall complexity therefore becomes O(w(3 logâĄą(x)+(n(NMK ) 2 )). Consequently, it can be deduced that IREAA can achieve higher efficiency in terms of complexity as compared to BnBA.
To check the feasibility of RRH placement in terms of cost, we calculate that for 1km, only 2 RRH are required. Lastly, we present a scenario (for N=17, M=3, J=8, Len=10km, Lm=600m) for optimization over the complete track. Fig 4 records an MSAP's journey over the track as it connects to N RRHs along the way for a total time period (Where the markers on the graph indicate the C time instances). We first see the effect of varying the speed for an MSAP connecting to RRHs over the track. Secondly, we investigate how a specific MSAP position in a train, i.e. MSAP on the first train unit (j=J) and MSAP on the last train unit (j=1), effects the connectivity to an RRH over the trains total journey on the track. The scenario is explained as follows:
• Fig 4a shows the effect of speed. We compare the first MSAP (j=J) connectivity over time with two different speeds. For both speeds its seen that as soon as the VOLUME 7, 2019 train enters the track (time=0s), the MSAP connects to the first RRH and thus both starts their journey at the same time. But for a greater speed, the MSAP reaches the track end faster, this is because as speed increases, t, indicating the time between a shift in MSAP-RRH connection decreases.
• In Fig 4b, for the same speed 300ms −1 , we see that the first MSAP to enter the train track (j=J) connects to RRH 1 immediately while the last MSAP takes a time of (J − 1) × t before it appears in the range of the first RRH. Similarly the last MSAP leaves the track later then the first.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, for a down-link transmission with mmWave backhaul enabled CRAN, we studied the placement of a minimum number of required RRHs along the train track, to provide backhaul support to the users connected to the MSAPs. For this, we formed a Maximum Coverage Problem (MCP), which ensured that an RRH connects to a maximum number of MSAPs. Using the results from MCP, we found the number of RRH needed to cover the whole track and placed them uniformly. Then for a single time instant, we performed joint time slot and power allocation for the placed RRHs to maximize the resource efficiency of the network. Branch and Bound Algorithm (BnBA) was proposed and the scalability and optimality for the optimal and suboptimal Iterative Resource Efficient Allocation Algorithm (IREAA) were also studied. It was found that BnBA algorithm provided an optimal solution, it was less scalable in terms of complexity. Whereas, IREAA reduced the problem complexity; however, being suboptimal.
